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Abstract: In animal behavioural research on vigilance, visual signs of alertness are usually used to estimate perceived risk (an internal “fear” state) of free-ranging animals. Different measures of vigilance and competing activities (e.g., predator vigilance, conspecific vigilance, feeding, food handling) provide clues for better understanding vigilance behaviour. How efficiently does an animal in a vigilant/non-vigilant posture devote attention to threats or invest in other activities, such as searching for or handling food? Several species regularly withdraw to a sheltered spot when feeding in an abundant food patch, spending short periods in complete safety. Frequencies of feeding interruptions or false-alarm flights provide alternative measures of fear. I review how these phenomena may relate to the human understanding of the threats animals may perceive.

In the target article, Beauchamp (2017) provides a detailed discussion of how closely animal fear (a feeling) and vigilance (specific external signs of animals’ alertness visually detectable by human observers) may be related. The measurement and function of vigilance were comprehensively reviewed by Beauchamp in 2015, but some important points may clarify the many facets of the widely used “vigilance” measurements. I suggest taking these points into consideration in assessing animal fear. I also draw attention to feeding interruptions and false-alarm flights as alternatives to vigilance for assessing animal fear.

1. Measurement of Vigilance

Alertness, an internal state in which animals are highly reactive in order to avoid some threat, frequently has external signs. Although we have only limited explicit knowledge of how closely external signs such as vigilance are related to the internal state (as reviewed by Beauchamp), the relationship between them is obvious and repeatedly demonstrated (e.g., Lima & Bednekoff 1999, Harkin et al. 2000, Bednekoff & Blumstein 2009). Studies usually measure alertness in species that display body or head postures readily interpreted as paying attention to a potential threat (i.e., predators or aggressive conspecifics). These postures, called vigilance behaviour or simply
vigilance, include the upright body postures readily visible in meerkats (Suricata suricatta), several ground squirrel species, prairie dogs (Cynomys spp.), marmots (Marmota spp.) and susliks (Spermophilus spp.), as well as the head-up or scanning postures of birds and mammals (Quenette 1990, Treves 2000, Beauchamp 2015).

Since humans, including field researchers, perceive the world predominantly visually, the signs of alertness they use are mainly visual. On the other hand, again because researchers may observe species more easily in open landscapes than in visually obstructed ones (e.g., forests, water, etc.), the human-detected visual signs of alertness usually include erect postures for species living in open habitats. There have been much fewer studies of other signs, such as ear pointing, sniffing or even alertness to vibrations generated by potential enemies (Tobler & Neuner-Jehle 1992, Hill 2009, Herberstein et al. 2014). These inter-related auditory, olfactory or vibrotactile signs of alertness make it difficult to measure animal fear based on only a single external sign.

In the case of vigilance behaviour, also called scanning or monitoring behaviour, we already have many studies on several species (recently reviewed in Beauchamp 2015). The tendency for vigilance to decrease when safe cover is nearer (Barta et al. 2004, Mónus & Barta 2011), flock size increases (Barta et al. 2004, Mónus & Barta 2011), social information on threats is more available (Bekoff 1995, Fernández-Juricic et al. 2005), or competitors are not threatening (Beauchamp 2016) illustrates the functions of vigilance behaviour. On the other hand, the better our understanding of the function of vigilance behaviour, the more complex and the more questions arise. Which aspect of the vigilance behaviour represents valuable information in a specific case? We can measure the proportion of time in the alert stance during the whole observation, the frequency of scans (or interscan intervals), and the length of the individual scans. As part of their antipredator strategy, animals may adjust each aspect separately (Beauchamp 2015). Which aspect is more important under any particular condition has received little attention (Bednekoff & Lima 2002, Sirot & Pays 2011, Beauchamp & Ruxton 2016). A meta-analysis of the studies measuring different aspects of vigilance behaviour would be very useful in providing guidelines.

2. Compatibility between Vigilance and Other Activities

Animals must consider several conflicting factors. Vigilance may be costly if the time allocated for it would also be important for other activities, most frequently foraging time. Selection favours those behaviours or abilities that allow animals to adopt two conflicting activities. For instance, head-down food searching may allow some predator detection in rats (Wallace et al. 2013) and in several birds (Lima & Bednekoff 1999, Fernández-Juricic et al. 2008), and also some detection of social information (Fernández-Juricic et al. 2005). Strategic adjustment of behaviour to internal and external conditions may result in different vigilance patterns despite having the same level of internal fear. Compatibility is known to be only partial (i.e., one of the two or both compatible activities being less efficient than devoting behaviour entirely to one purpose), complicating the link between vigilance and fear.

Several recent studies address the different types of vigilance and their compatibility (Fernández-Juricic 2012). Low-cost (or routine) and high-cost vigilance are frequently distinguished relative to the costs of foraging (e.g., Baker et al. 2011, Favreau et al. 2013, 2015).
In several cases, low-cost vigilance is devoted mainly to social contexts (e.g., Coolen & Giraldeau 2003, Monclús & Rödel 2008) while high-cost vigilance is devoted mainly to antipredator contexts (e.g., Coolen & Giraldeau 2003, Monclús & Rödel 2008, Favreau et al. 2013). Some studies also consider gaze orientation (acute vision) to fine-tune the distinction between lower-cost social vigilance (Butler et al. 2016) and higher-cost antipredator vigilance (Butler & Fernández-Juricic 2018). Even short open-eyed periods during sleep allow visual alertness in incubating birds (Javůrková et al. 2011). Tiny details can count.

3. Feeding Interruptions and False-Alarm Flights as Estimates of Fear

If the link between vigilance and fear is frequently decoupled, can we find any measures that may better characterize fear? Flight-initiation distance (distance from a simulated or real predator that makes animals escape) is frequently measured in several species (Stankowich & Blumstein 2005, pp. 174-176 in Beauchamp 2015). Although this could be one possible candidate for measuring fear, escape decisions are, like vigilance, immensely complex in animals. Influencing factors include predator type, prey condition, group size and composition, food abundance, habitat (vegetation) type, refuge distance, as well as prey personality (shyness or boldness), individual variability and habituation (reviewed in Cooper & Blumstein 2015).

A much more promising though much less studied candidate would be feeding interruptions and false-alarm flights. Frequent feeding interruptions occur in many species when exploiting abundant food patches (e.g., Lima et al. 1985), typical at bird feeders (Barnard 1980, Lendrem 1983). More feeding interruptions may result from more fear (Lendrem 1983, Randler 2006, Wheeler & Hilk 2014). Tree sparrow flocks have much shorter but more frequent feeding bouts under riskier conditions (Mónus & Barta 2011). Contrary to expectations, with more feeding bouts, the time lags between two successive feeding bouts were longer in the riskier condition (see Table 1 in Mónus & Barta 2011 for more details). This also underlies the role of perceived predation-risk in the time-budget pattern we observed (Mónus et al. 2016). In that case, feeding interruptions contributed to the anti-predator strategy of the sparrows; however, misclassifications of social information on threats (i.e., false alarms) are also common and result in feeding interruptions (Lima 1994, Cresswell et al. 2000, Beauchamp & Ruxton 2007). When foragers perceive greater risk or fear, false alarms may also increase. Both feeding interruptions and false-alarm flights should be further investigated in relation to perceived risk and animal fear.

4. Concluding Remarks

Although investigating animal vigilance has been a long tradition in behavioural ecology, several details remain to scrutinize in future studies, such as the function of inter-scan intervals, scan length, and low- and high-cost forms of vigilance. Further experiments are also needed on the relationship of feeding interruptions to fear and perceived risk: are they an anti-predator strategy or false alarms?
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